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Algorithms and Data Structures: The Basic ToolboxSpringer, 2008
Algorithms are at the heart of every nontrivial computer application, and algorithmics is a modern and active area of computer science. Every computer scientist and every professional programmer should know about the basic algorithmic toolbox: structures that allow efficient organization and retrieval of data, frequently used algorithms, and basic...
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Advances in Robotics Research: Theory, Implementation, ApplicationSpringer, 2009
The German Workshop on Robotics is a convention of roboticists from academia and industry working on mathematical and algorithmic foundations of robotics, on the design and analysis of robotic systems as well as on robotic applications. Selected contributions from researchers in German-speaking countries as well as from the international robotics...
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Trusts in Deutschland: Zivilrecht - Steuerrecht (German Edition)Gabler, 2012

	Der Leitfaden zum Trust erläutert alle wichtigen Besonderheiten dieser alternativen Variante zur Steueroptimierung durch eine Stiftung.
...
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A History of Modern Urban OperationsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book investigates the complexities of modern urban operations?a particularly difficult and costly method of fighting, and one that is on the rise. Contributors examine the lessons that emerge from a range of historical case studies, from nineteenth-century precedents to the Battle of Shanghai; Stalingrad, German town clearance, Mandalay,...
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Examples and Counterexamples in Graph TheoryElsevier Limited, 1978

	It is a real pleasure, indeed an honor, for me to have been invited by

	Mike Capobianco and John Molluzzo to write an introduction to this

	imaginative and valuable addition to graph theory. Let me therefore present

	a few of my thoughts on the current status of graph theory and how their

	work contributes to the field.


...
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Perl Power!: A JumpStart Guide to Programming with Perl 5Addison Wesley, 1998

	After the two successful years that this book has been available in German-speaking countries, the publishers decided to translate it into English and allow me the opportunity to address not only my German countrymen but savvy Perl programmers throughout the world!


	This book has come a long way since it was first published: it was...
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SharePoint 2010 Development with Silverlight (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book is for every SharePoint developer who wants to build state-of-the-art solutions with Silverlight—within the enterprise, for consulting clients, or for commercial sale.


	 


	Developers increasingly want to build rich applications that run in the...
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Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
The simulation of social behavior in a variety of domains is an increasingly important technological tool.
eference survey of social simulation work, Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries comprehensively collects the most exciting developments in the field. Drawing research contributions from a vibrant...
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Software Product Management and Pricing: Key Success Factors for Software OrganizationsSpringer, 2009
Amazingly, in a time in which book fairs are overflowing with a multitude of new publications, there are important topics which are not yet addressed in literature. Software product management used to be one of these, software pricing still is. When we first dealt with these subjects in IBM in the 1980s, it was like occult science ith a few...
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Lebenslaufanalyse und Biografieforschung: Eine Einführung (Studienskripten zur Soziologie) (German Edition)Springer, 2013

	Lebenslaufanalyse und Biografieforschung haben sich in den letzten Jahrzehnten zu einem zentralen Instrument der Untersuchung von Individualisierung in dynamischen Gesellschaften entwickelt. Der Band erläutert die wichtigsten Theorien auf diesem Gebiet (Generation, Alter, Biografie, Institutionalisierung). Die qualitativen und...
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Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of MotionSpringer, 2007
The application of machine vision to autonomous vehicles is an increasingly important area of research with exciting applications in industry, defense, and transportation likely in coming decades.
Dynamic Vision for Perception and Control of Road Vehicles has been written by the world's leading expert on autonomous road-following...
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The Cryptoclub: Using Mathematics to Make and Break Secret CodesAK Peter, 2006
Join the Cryptokids as they apply basic mathematics to make and break secret codes. This book has many hands-on activities that have been tested in both classrooms and informal settings. Classic coding methods are discussed, such as Caesar, substitution, VigenÃ¨re, and multiplicative ciphers as well as the modern RSA. Math topics covered...
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